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A family tradition
The family firm of Ivanhoe was founded in 1946 in Gällstad, a district known as Sweden’s own knitting centre, where the
traditions and pioneering spirit of fine garment making still live on. Ivanhoe manufactures and sells clothes for active
people and several generations of experience and competence enable us to continuously develop both base and
functional garments.
We love wool and our collections are built around this magnificent material. We offer garments made of pure
wool, but we also incorporate new blends, treatments and modern knitting and weaving techniques. This results in
well made, classic and hardwearing clothes, clothes that will give you many long years of enjoyable use.
The company was founded by Martin Göthager in 1946, and has since the 80’s been run by his three sons. Today the
third generation - Anders, Anna and Karin - are the ones taking the business forward, with pride and high hopes for
the future.

We have our own production facility in Gällstad where approximately 90% of all knitting takes place. We also have
our design- and sample department, embroidery service and a small sewing deparment here.
Additional production takes place in partner factories around Europe. Having production in Sweden and Europe
gives us control, flexibility, shorter lead times and shorter transportations. We can act and react quickly and can adjust
production to demand and easily develop new products in season.
Having production in Sweden and Europe also means shorter distances with shorter shipments, and thus also a
minor environmental impact when it comes to exhaust gases and emissions.
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About us

IVANHOE

WOOL

WHY WOOL?

SUSTAINABLE FASHION

Wool is one of the trendiest and most

Second to oil, fashion & textiles is the most

eco-friendly textiles on the market. Wool

polluting industry in the world.

is a renewable and natural material,
which makes it one of our most sustain-

Consider quality rather than quantity. It's not

able material resources in the world.

about spending more money, but spending
them on fewer more long-lasting items.

Wool is not only environmental friendly,
it is also nature’s very own high functional material, and there is no man
made fibre that comes even close when
talking about functionality.
We work almost completely with wool
in our collections and incorporate new
blends and knitting techniques to reach
the best function and comfortability.

It can take more than 29,000 litres of water to
produce 1kg of cotton, and 1,5-7kg chemicals
are used in the process of manufacturing 1 kg of
cotton fabric.
(Miljomarkningar.se, 8 mars 2013)
Compare this to WOOL - 44 litres of water=1 kg!
(Schoeller GmbH, 13 april 2017)
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Female collection

FEMALE COLLECTION
Vibrant colours with a sporty touch or items
with classic cuts in soft earth tones, choose
your style and get the same high functional
material. New for SS19 is a jaquard knit it
wool/ TENCEL® which gives a very light
weight garment with a cool and soft feeling the perfect summer jacket.

Female collection - 5
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Female collection

KICKI WB VEST
1100428

Windbreakar vest in a unique canal knitting, which gives a quilted
effect. Outer layer is knitted in
100% extra fine merino wool,
backside in Tencel®/Lycra® and
filling in 100% PAC Soft fibre.
Garment is equipped with a high
functional windbreaker lining,
breathability 20 000g/m2/24h, a
real master piece easy to wear and
match to anything! Drawstring
down at body makes it easy to
adjust fit, embroidery back on left
shoulder.
015/black

022/navy

013/grey

KICKI FULL ZIP

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material,
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

1100440

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

Body, front and back, in a unique
canal knitting, which gives a
quilted effect. It is knitted with a
high professional inlay technique
to create air pockets. The air
pockets trap and hold the body
heated air. Outer layer is knitted
in 100% extra fine merino wool
and backside in Tencel®/Lycra®
and filling in 100% PAC Soft
fibre. Arms are knitted in 12
gauge full Milano knit. Moulded
zip at front and in side pockets.

022/navy

013/grey

015/black

HULDA FULL ZIP
1100460

Full zip cardigan in 100% fine
merino wool, in half Milano
knit. Colour blocks at body,
back and front, and stripes at
arms. Inverted zip at front and
embroidery on upper left arm.
022/navy

040/spring crocus

KATJA JACKET
1100219

Classic pea coat knitted in 100%
wool, sport loden yarn. Golden
buttons, side pockets and discreet
embroidery down at left arm.

022/navy

Female collection - 7

Our unique

FULL MILANO KNIT
is balanced
and developed
for optimal

COMFORT

FLISAN FULL ZIP
1100425

Full zip style in our unique 12
gauge full Milano knit. 100% fine
merino wool. Moulded zip at front
and in side pockets. A drawstring
at body bottom makes it easy to
adjust fit. Embroidery down at
left arm.

617/steel blue
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Female collection

040/spring crocus

015/black

FLISAN WINDBREAKER
1100426

Sporty jacket with windbreaker
lining. 12 gauge full Milano knit in
100% fine merino wool. Moulded
zip at front and in side pockets.
Additional pocket on upper left
arm with embroidery along the inverted zip. Rib knitted cuffs down
at arms. The drawstring at body
bottom makes it easy to adjust fit.
015/black

617/steel blue

040/spring crocus

Female collection- 9
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Female collection

BELLA FULL ZIP
1100416

Full zip style knitted in our thinner,
cooler boiled wool quality with a
mixture of 60% sport loden wool
and 40% TENCEL®, weight approx.
350g/m2. Material is plated with
TENCEL® closest to body which
gives a softer and cooler feeling
against the skin. This classic full zip
jacket has moulded zip at front and
in side pockets and embroidery on
upper left arm.

002/light navy

051/off white

020/grey marl

040/spring crocus

057/silver pine

BELLA LONG
1100417

Full zip style knitted in our thinner,
cooler boiled wool quality with a
mixture of 60% sport loden wool
and 40% TENCEL®, weight approx.
350g/m2. Material is plated with
TENCEL® closest to body which
gives a softer and cooler feeling
against the skin. Style with length,
side pockets with welt and embroidery on upper left arm.
020/grey marl

040/spring crocus

002/light navy

051/off white

057/silver pine

KALLA HOOD
1100457

Hooded style in our wool/TENCEL® quality, weight approx. 350g.
Material is plated with TENCEL®
closest to body which gives a softer
and cooler feeling against the skin.
Colour blocks are combined in
different combinations, some tonal
and some with more contrast. Inverted zip with logo puller at front
and in side pockets, drawstring
down at body and embroidery on
upper left arm.

040/spring crocus

057/silver pine

013/grey

022/navy

Female collection - 11

We use

SPORT
LODEN
WOOL

in our boiled wool garments.
A Blue Sign certified yarn
supplied by

SCHOELLER
THE SPINNING GROUP
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Female collection

MONSTERA FULL ZIP
1100458

Jaquard knitted pattern in 60% Sport Loden/40%TENCEL®, weight 350g/m2. Wool is knitted in a mixture
with TENCEL® which gives a softer and cooler material - perfect for spring/summer. Wool and TENCEL® is a
perfect match and both fibres have outstandning properites and complement each other. Five beautiful
colour combinations, all with inverted zip at front and in side pockets. Embroidery on upper left arm.

040/spring crocus

013/grey

022/navy

506/sand

057/silver pine

MONSTERA LONG
1100459

Full zip style jaquard knitted in Sport Loden/TENCEL®, weight 350g/m2. Wool is knitted in a mixture with TENCEL® which
gives a softer and cooler material - perfect for spring/summer. Moulded zip at front, side pockets with pocket stand, flatlock seams
tonal to body colour and embroidery on upper left arm.

506/sand

022/navy

040/spring crocus

057/silver pine

013/grey

Wool and TENCEL® is a perfect match and both fibres have outstanding properties and complement
each other:
		
• Wool blends with TENCEL® provide even better moisture transport
		
• Boiled Sport Loden garment with TENCEL® on the inside feels softer against the skin.
		• TENCEL® closest to body also gives a cooler and more summery feeling.
TENCEL® branded lyocell fibres from the house of Lenzing. They are of botanic origin, since they are
extracted from the raw material wood. Fibre production itself is extremely ecofriendly, due to the closed loop
system. Textiles of TENCEL® fibres are more absorbent than cotton, softer than silk and cooler than linen.
(www.lenzing-fibers.com)

Female collection - 13
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Female collection

BEATA FULL ZIP
1100354

One of our most popular female styles, a full zip jacket in 100% boiled wool, weight
approx. 450g/m2. Inverted zip at front and in side pockets, embroidery on upper left arm.

506/sand

002/light navy

078/chutney

055/graphite marl

BEATA VEST
1100131

Vest in 100% boiled wool, weight approx. 450g/m2. Inverted zip at front and in side pockets,
embroidery back on left shoulder. Please observe that vest has been upgraded and lycra tape
around arm opening removed.

002/light navy

078/chutney

506/sand

055/graphite marl

FIREWORKS
1100132

Full zip style knitted in 100% boiled wool, weight approx. 450g/m2. A beautiful
jaquard pattern in seasonal colour combinations. Inverted zip at front and in side
pockets. Embroidery on upper left arm.

020/grey marl

078/chutney

051/off white

002/light navy

Female collection - 15
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Male collection

MALE COLLECTION
Our male range carries some good old favourites in
new seasonal colours, but is ofcourse also enriched
with new styles, and most of all new fresh, high
functional wool blends. We are happy to present
wool and TENCEL® in varoius expressions and
patterns. We have also put some extra effort into
our merino wool programme which have paid off
both in design and qualities.

Male collection - 17
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Male collection

ZACK FULL ZIP
2100446

Full zip merino style in half Milano knit, weight 400g/m2, where different colour blocks are put
together into great combinations. Drop needle down at body, back and front, gives a rib knitted
effect. Moulded zip at front and embroidery on upper left arm.

051/off white

055/graphite marl

022/navy

ASKON HALF ZIP
2100445

Narrow fitted half zip style in our new, high functional wool blend in 84% fine merino wool and
16% TENCEL®, weight 350g/m2. Wool and TENCEL® is a perfect match and both fibres have
outstandning properites and complement each other. The garment is knitted in our very unique
full Milano knit, but because of the TENCEL® it gets a lighter, cooler and softer feeling. Striped
pattern at front, back and arms. Solid coloured side panels and yoke. Small but expressive details
in contrasting colours, embroidery at upper left arm.

022/navy

013/grey

Merino wool, we use both fine- and extra

fine merino wool, this wool is particularly soft
and can easily be worn direct to skin.

Male collection - 19

ASSAR WINDBREAKER
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
&
PRODUCTION PROCESS

KNITTING

Knitting back: 13 minutes
Knitting front: 11 minutes
Knitting arms: 10,5 minutes x2
Knitting collar: 4 minutes
Knitting drawstring: 10 minutes

SEWING

Sewing: 65 minutes

PREPRESS

Prepress: 2 minutes

FABRIC & TRIMS
1 front zip
2 side pocket zippers
1 arm pocket zip

12 different labels/tags
(necklabel, care instructions, windbreaker badge,
hang tag etc.)
2 different fabric qualities
in pocket bags
2 different fabric qualites
in body lining
Stoppers x 2
Cannon clips x 2
Drawstring

EMBROIDERY
1600 stitches
(approx 1 minute)
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Male collection

ASSAR VEST
2100415

Vest in 100% fine merino wool in
our unique 12 gauge full Milano
knit. Moulded zip at front and in
side pockets and lycra band around
arm openings. Drawstring at body
bottom makes it easy to adjust fit.
Embroidery center back on collar.

055/graphite marl

013/grey

426/rifle green

617/steel blue

ASSAR HALF ZIP
2100416

Half zip sweater with sporty details.
12 gauge full Milano knit in 100%
fine merino wool with moulded
zip at front. A pocket with inverted
zip in contrasting colour is placed
on upper left sleeve, embroidery in
matching colours along the zip. The
drawstring down at body makes it
easy to adjust fit.
426/rifle green

013/grey

617/steel blue

055/graphite marl

ASSAR FULL ZIP
2100417

Full zip jacket in 100% fine
merino wool in our unique 12
gauge full Milano knit, with
rib knitted cuffs down at arms.
Moulded zip at front and in
side pockets and embroidery in
matching colours down at left arm.
Drawstring at body bottom
makes it easy to adjust fit.
013/grey

617/steel blue

426/rifle green

055/graphite marl

ASSAR WB
2100418

Full zip windbreaker jacket with a
sporty touch. 12 gauge full Milano
knit in 100% fine merino wool
with rib knitted cuffs down at
arms. Moulded zip at front and
in side pockets and an additional
pocket on upper left arm with
embroidery along the inverted
zip. Drawstring at body bottom
makes it easy to adjust fit.
617/steel blue

013/grey

055/graphite marl

426/rifle green

Male Collection - 21
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Male collection

PRO WB
2100381

Sporty half zip windbreaker style
knitted in 100% fine merino
wool. High functional lining with
very high breathability; 20 000g/
m2/24h, and stretch in back part
to make garment more flexible and
comfortable to wear. Structure knit
on upper body on both back and
front. Contrasting colour on stripes,
Ivanhoe badge on upper left arm.

The lining is developed for
activewear and certified with the
Öko-Tex standard 100.
Breathability: 20000g/m2/24h.
079/navy-steel blue

055/graphite marl

KLEMENS WB VEST
2100421

Windbreakar vest in a unique canal
knitting, which gives a quilted effect.
Outer layer is knitted in 100%
extra fine merino wool, backside in
TENCEL®/Lycra® and and filling
in 100% PAC Soft fibre. Garment
is equipped with a high functional
windbreaker lining, breathability
20 000g/m2/24h, a real master piece
easy to wear and match to anything!
Drawstring down at body makes it
easy to adjust fit, embroidery placement center back on collar.

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material,
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.
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equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.
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015/black

013/grey

022/navy

KLEMENS FULL ZIP
2100427

Body, front & back, in a unique canal
knitting, which gives a quilted effect.
It is knitted with a high professional
inlay technique to create air pockets.
The air pockets trap and hold the body
heated air. Outer layer is knitted in
100% extra fine merino wool and
backside in TENCEL®/Lycra® and
filling in 100% PAC Soft fibre. Arms
are knitted in 12 gauge full Milano
knitting. Moulded zip at front and in
side pockets.

013/grey

022/navy

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material,
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.
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015/black

Male collection - 23

High
functional

SWEATERS

All in

NATURAL
MATERIALS
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Male collection

BRUNO FULL ZIP
2100407

Full zip style knitted in our thinner, cooler boiled wool quality with a mixture of 60% sport loden wool and 40% TENCEL®,
weight approx. 350g/m2. Material is plated with TENCEL® closest to body which gives a softer and cooler feeling against the
skin. This classic full zip jacket has moulded zip at front and in side pockets and embroidery on upper left arm.

002/light navy

070/red clay

043/dark khaki

055/graphite marl

057/silver pine

KURRE VEST
2100408

A vest with clean cuts and design knitted in our thinner, cooler boiled wool quality with a mixture of 60% sport loden wool
and 40% TENCEL®, weight approx. 350g/m2. Material is plated with TENCEL® closest to body which gives a softer and
cooler feeling against the skin. Moulded zip at front and in side pockets, embroidery center back below collar and drawstring
down at body to make it easy to adjust fit.

020/grey marl

055/graphite marl

002/light navy

043/dark khaki

JUSTUS HOOD
2100439

Sporty hood style in our wool/TENCEL® quality, weight approx. 350g/m2. Material is plated with TENCEL®
closest to body which gives a softer and cooler feeling against the skin. Colour blocks are combined in cool
combinations, some tonal and some with more contrast. Inverted zip with logo puller at front and in side pockets,
drawstring down at body and embroidery on upper left arm.

057/silver pine

022/navy

013/grey

070/red clay

Male collection - 25

WAVE FULL ZIP
2100441

Jaquard knitted wave pattern in 60%
Sport Loden Wool/40% TENCEL®,
weight: 350g/m2. Wool is knitted in a
mixture with TENCEL® which gives a
softer and cooler material - perfect for
spring/summer. Inverted zip at front
and in side pockets and logo badge on
upper left arm. The drawstring down
at body makes it easy to adjust fit.
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Male collection

013/grey

057/silver pine

022/navy

WAVE HOOD
2100440

Hooded half zip style with inverted
zip at front and in side pockets.
Jaquard knitted wave pattern in
60% Sport Loden Wool/40%
TENCEL® gives a softer and cooler
summer quality. Drawstring down
at body bottom and logo badge
on upper left arm.

057/silver pine

022/navy

013/grey

Male collection - 27
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Male Collection

FOLKE CREW NECK
2100442

A new boiled wool quality in
98% Sport Loden Wool/2%
Lycra. This quality with Lycra
gives a lighter and more stretchy
material, perfect for narrow fitted
styles. Weight approx. 325g/m2.
Crew neck style with design
effect at center front collar.
Striped, rib knitted cuffs down at
arms and body. Embroidery on
upper left arm.

022/navy

020/grey marl

832/petrol

832/petrol

022/navy

PEDER HALF ZIP
2100443

Half zip style with body in our
new stretchy boiled wool quality
98% Sport Loden Wool/2%
Lycra, weight 325g/m2. Arms are
knitted in fine gauge lambswool.
Qualites are mixed as a design
effect, but it also makes the garment more light weight. This half
zip style has raglan sleeve and
rib knitted cuffs down at body
and arms. Swedish flag attached
in left side and embroidery on
upper left arm.

020/grey marl

Some Lycra is added to the lambswool, this to
make the material more stretchy. The mix with
lycra also helps the garment retain its shape.
PEDER HOOD
2100444

Hooded style with body in our
new boiled wool quality, 98%
Sport Loden Wool/2% Lycra,
and arms and hood knitted in
fine gauge lambswool. Qualities
are mixed as a design effect, but
it also makes the garment more
light weight. Rib knitted cuffs
in lambswool down at arms, but
drawstring down at body.
Swedish flag in side seam,
embroidery on upper left arm.

DANNY FULL ZIP
2100369

bes
Our

022/navy

t sel

li

le s
ng ma

020/grey marl

832/petrol

tyle!

Our most popular male style, a
full zip jacket in 100% boiled
wool. Moulded zip at front and
in side pockets. Flat lock seam
with stitching in contrasting
colour, drawstring at bottom
and embroidery center back
on collar.
002/light navy

426/rifle green

043/dark khaki

020/grey marl

055/graphite marl

Male Collection - 29
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GY collection

GY COLLECTION
In 1946 when the company was founded the name was
Gällstads Ylle, and focus was on knitted fashion for women.
A few years ago we took some of the old favourites and
updated with the materials and techniques of today, and so
the GY Collection was born.

GY collection - 31
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GY collection

GY LEILA T-SHIRT
1200124

Basic t-shirt in 100% linen,
170g/m2. Cool and comfortable
to wear on warm summer days.
Available in five colours, tonal
embroidery on upper left arm.

028/pink

051/off white

071/denim

071/denim

028/pink

015/black

074/green bay

051/off white

071/denim

074/green bay

028/pink

074/green bay

015/black

GY FLORA
1200056

Feminine top with gathering at
left front side and asymmetric
cut. Arms have ¾ length and
are slightly flared. Generous
neck line and tonal embroidery
on upper left arm. 100% linen,
weight: 170g/m2.
051/off white

GY VERA
1200055

Sleeveless top in 100% linen,
perfect for warm summer days.
Generous fit with feminine
touch. Tonal embroidery down
on left side of body. 100%
linen, weight: 170g/m2.

015/black

GY KIRA
1200057

Kimono inspired poncho in
100% linen. Close it with the
button or wear it open, what
ever you choose will look as
good. Tonal embroidery down at
left side. Easy to wear, one size.
100% linen, weight: 170g/m2.

015/black

028/pink

074/green bay

051/off white

071/denim

GY collection - 33

In 1946 when the company was
founded the name was Gällstads Ylle,
and focus was on knitted fashion for
women.
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GY collection

GY INA
1100405

Bomber jacket in 100% boiled
wool and our structured 3-thread
quality, weight approx. 320g/m2.
High functional material in a casual
and easy to wear jacket that for
sure will be a favourite. Rib knitted
cuffs in collar, arms and down at
body. Side pockets with pocket
stand, tonal embroidery on upper
left arm.
020/grey marl

015/black

GY INA JAQUARD
1100463

Bomber jacket in a beautiful
jaquard knitted pattern, 60% Sport
Loden Wool/40% TENCEL®.
Weight approx. 350g/m2. High
functional material in a casual and
easy to wear jacket that for sure will
be a favourite. Rib knitted cuffs in
collar, arms and down at body. Side
pockets with pocket stand, tonal
embroidery on upper left arm.
506/sand

078/chutney

GY HAGA
1100432

Structure knitted sweater with
straight endings at arms and body.
Knitting in 70% cotton/30%
linen, cotton is Öko-Tex certified.
Crew neck with a roll and small
leather badge down at left arm.

022/navy

028/pink

043/dark khaki

051/off white

022/navy

051/off white

GY HAGA CARDIGAN
1100461

Structure knitted cardigan in 70%
cotton/30% linen, cotton is ÖkoTex certified. Buttons at front and
side pockets. The quailty in cotton/
linen gives a cool summer feeling.
Finger tip length, slightly a-line
shaped. Small logo badge down
on left sleeve. Easy to wear - easy
to like!

043/dark khaki

028/pink

GY collection - 35
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GY collection

GY UDDEBO FEMALE
1100462

Structure knitted sweater, slightly turtle necked with cuffs down at arms and body. Knitting in 70% cotton/30%
linen, cotton is Öko-Tex certified. Small logo badge down at left arm.

043/dark khaki

028/pink

051/off white

GY UDDEBO MALE

Male s

022/navy

tyle!

2100447

Structure knitted sweater, slightly turtle necked with cuffs down at arms and body and with a classic cut. Knitting in 70% cotton/30%
linen, cotton is Öko-Tex certified. Small logo badge down at left arm.

022/navy

051/off white

043/dark khaki

GY collection
In 1946 when the company was founded the name was Gällstads Ylle, and focus was on
knitted fashion for women. After time focus changed to garments with a more sporty
expression, and when entering this new industry decision was made that a new name was
needed and the company name changes from Gällstads Ylle to Ivanhoe of Sweden, a name
that was powerful and that worked internationally. Our main focus is still on the sporty
designs, but a few years ago we took some of the favourites back from the old days and
updated with the materials and techniques of today, and so the
GÄLLSTADS YLLE - GY Collection was born.

GY collection - 37
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Underwool

U N D E RW O O L
Our layer one programme in 100% extra fine merino wool,
"Underwool", carries some timeless classics, but is also
expanded and enriched with a number of expressive
prints. All merino wool used in our "Underwool" line is
100% M U L E S I N G F R E E . For SS19 we are happy to
present a new high functional, soft & comfortable quality
in extra fine merino wool/TENCEL®.

Underwool - 39
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Underwool

UNDERWOOL
MEJA

sing free!

100% mule

1200041

The perfect basic t-shirt in 100%
extra fine merino, micron count
18,5. Feminine neck drop,
embroidery on upper left sleeve
and flat lock seams tonal to
body colour.

020/grey marl

UNDERWOOL
MEJA HEART

617/steel blue

174/lilac rose

049/orange

015/black

sing free!

100% mule

1200047

Crew neck t-shirt with printed
heart at front. Knitting in 100%
extra fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5. Available in 4
different colours, pink print on
all variants.
174/lilac rose

UNDERWOOL
MEJA SYMBOLS

015/black

617/steel blue

020/grey marl

sing free!

100% mule

1200051

A small, violet print placed center
front below neck drop gives this
crew necked t-shirt its feminine
expression. The t-shirt is knitted
in 100% mulesing free extra fine
merino wool, micron count 18,5.
Available in 4 different colours,
all with same colour of print.
020/grey marl

174/lilac rose

015/black

617/steel blue

A micron (micrometre) is the measurement used to express the diameter of a wool fibre.
The lower microns are the finer fibres and the softer is the garment.
All our Underwool garments have a micron count of 18,5 and don’t itch in the slightest.
The human hair is on average around 60-80 microns in diameter.

Wool enables you to keep a warm, comfortable and constant body
temperature, which is important for maximum performance.
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WOOL

enables you to keep a warm,

COMFORTABLE
and constant

BODY TEMPERATURE
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Underwool

UNDERWOOL
MIM

sing free!

100% mule

1200042

V-neck top with generous neck
drop and small overlap. Knitting
in 100% extra fine merino wool,
micron count 18,5. Embroidery
on upper left sleeve.

015/black

049/orange

617/steel blue

617/steel blue

020/grey marl

015/black

617/steel blue

049/orange

020/grey marl

174/lilac rose

sing free!

UNDERWOOL
MIM FLOWER

100% mule

1200044

Top is knitted in 100% extra
fine merino wool, has v-neck
with generous neck drop and
small overlap. Available in 5 colours, all with white flower print
down at left side. Embroidery
on upper left arm.

UNDERWOOL
100%
MIM BUTTERFLY

049/orange

174/lilac rose

020/grey marl

015/black

e!

mulesing fre

1200050

The butterfly print gives this top a
summer feeling. Available in five
different colours, all with print
in light grey. Knitting in 100%
mulesing free extra fine merino
wool, micron count 18,5.

174/lilac rose

MER
IN
0%

U

EE

10

OL - M

G FR

Long pant in 160g extra
fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5.

WO

SIN

1200040

O

LE

UNDERWOOL
EIVOR

sing free!

100% mule

Wool is a living material that adjust
your body temperature.

Wool is biodegradable and 100% na

A wool garment will not retain the s
associated with sportswear made o
made fibres.

Wool keeps you warm even if it’s w
is more elastic than synthetic fibres

Wool sweaters do not need to be w
particularly often. Instead, hang th
ment out for airing occasionally and
soon revive and feel clean and fres

100% MULESING FREE

015/black

all merino wool used in our layer
one programme is mulesing free
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UNDERWOOL
FLOWER

sing free!

100% mule

1200038

Crew neck style in 160g extra fine
merino wool, micron count 18,5.
Tonal flatlock seams, thumb grip
down at arms and embroidery on
upper left arm.
015/black

UNDERWOOL
BLOSSOM

174/lilac rose

617/steel blue

020/grey marl

sing free!

100% mule

1200108

Half zip style in 160g extra fine
merino wool, micron count 18,5.
Flat lock seams tone-by-tone and
thumbgrip down at arms, embroidery on upper left arm.

617/steel blue

015/black

020/grey marl

174/lilac rose

UNDERWOOL
SIRI SHORT SLEEVE
1200052

Basic t-shirt with feminine neck
drop and fit. Structure knit in our
new, soft and very comfortable
quality of 49% extra fine merino
wool/49% TENCEL® and 2%
elastane, weight 175g/m2, micron
count 19,5. Shoulder seam moved
forward, embroidery in contrasting colour on upper left arm.

WOOL+TENCEL®=

003/ice blue marl

055/graphite marl

Wool and TENCEL® are a perfect
match and both fibres have outstanding properties and complement
each other:
• Wool blends with TENCEL® provide even better moisture transport.
• Wool with TENCEL® feels softer
against the skin.

UNDERWOOL
THEA LONG SLEEVE

• TENCEL® also gives a cooler and
more summery feeling.

1200054

Long sleeve style knitted in our
new, soft and very comfortable
quality of 49% extra fine merino
wool/49% TENCEL® and 2%
elastane, weight 175g/m2, micron
count 19,5. Cuffs in body fabric,
feminine cut and embroidery on
front left shoulder.

055/graphite marl

003/ice blue marl
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in wool

Get warm

stay

WOOL keeps you warm even if it’s wet
WOOL does not need to be washed frequently.
Especially if allowed to be aired out between wears.
WOOL is a living material that adjusts to you body
temperature
WOOL is naturally odour resistant
WOOL is biodegradable
WOOL is a renewable resource
WOOL is made for recycling
WOOl is naturally fire resistant & fire retardant
WOOL is 100% natural
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Underwool

sing free!

100% mule
UNDERWOOL
FELIX
2200016

Half zip style in 160g extra
fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5. Cuffs with thumb
grip, embroidery on upper
left arm.
015/black

UNDERWOOL
FRIPPE

020/grey marl

426/rifle green

617/steel blue

sing free!

100% mule

2200017

Crew neck style in 160g extra
fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5. Cuffs with
thumb grip, embroidery on
upper left arm.

426/rifle green

020/grey marl

sing free!

UNDERWOOL
AGATON

100% mule

UNDERWOOL
EVERT 100%
Long pant in 160g extra
fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5.

Classic t-shirt in 160g extra
fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5. Embroidery on
upper left arm.

SIN
G FR

EE

MER
IN
0%
0
1

020/grey marl

049/orange

617/steel blue

055/graphite marl

426/rifle green

015/black

U

LE

O

OL - M

015/black

e!

mulesing fre

2200018

2200020

WO

015/black

617/steel blue

Wool is a living material that adjusts to
your body temperature.

100% MULESING FREE

Wool is biodegradable and 100% natural.
A wool garment will not retain the smell
associated with sportswear made of man
made fibres.

all merino wool used in our layer one programme is
mulesing free
Wool keeps you warm even if it’s wet, and
is more elastic than synthetic fibres.

Wool sweaters do not need to be washed
particularly often. Instead, hang the garment out for airing occasionally and it will
soon revive and feel clean and fresh again.
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Wool

is not only

REUSABLE
but also

BIODEGRADABLE
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sing free!

100% mule

UNDERWOOL
AGATON EARTH
2200024

A diffuse map of the world is
printed on this t-shirt in 100%
extra fine merino wool, micron
count 18,5. Available in 5
different colours, all with print
in colour petrol. Embroidery on
upper left arm.

426/rifle green

049/orange

055/graphite marl

015/black

020/grey marl

sing free!

100% mule

UNDERWOOL
AGATON SHIELD
2200022

A print that gives a tonal
effect, more or less distinct
depending on body colour.
Printed on our basic crew
neck t-shirt in 100%
merino wool, micron count
18,5. Embroidery on upper
left arm and flat lock seams
tonal to body.
426/rifle green

015/black

617/steel blue

020/grey marl

049/orange

055/graphite marl

sing free!

100% mule

UNDERWOOL
AGATON TREE
2200031

A beautiful skyline of trees is
visualized in this two coloured
print. T-shirt is knitted in
100% mulesing free, extra fine
merino wool, micron count
18,5. Available in 5 different
colours, all with same print
where two green shades are
combined.
617/steel blue

UNDERWOOL
AGATON COOL

055/graphite marl

020/grey marl

426/rifle green

015/black

sing free!

100% mule

2200030

Get warm and stay cool in this
wool t-shirt knitted in 100%
mulesing free extra fine merino
wool. Micron count 18,5. Available in 5 different colours, all
with print in colour red clay.

055/graphite marl

020/grey marl

426/rifle green

015/black

617/steel blue
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UNDERWOOL
MILO
2200074

Pique knitted poloshirt in 100%
extra fine merino wool. Stretchy,
soft and comfortable to wear.
Weight approx: 190/m2. Constrasting colour on neckband,
top button and embroidery.

022/navy

044/chili red

015/black

UNDERWOOL
ELIS POLOSHIRT
2200029

Structure knitted poloshirt in a
new, soft and very comfortable
quality of 49% extra fine merino
wool/49% TENCEL® and 2%
elastane. Weight 175g/m2,
micron 19,5. Poloshirt has fresh
cut, collar in body fabric and
buttons in contrasting colour that
matches the embroidery
on upper left arm.

003/ice blue marl

055/graphite marl

UNDERWOOL
HUGO
2200027

Structure knitted t-shirt in
soft, cool and comfortable
material,49% extra fine merino
wool/49% TENCEL® and 2%
elastane, weight 175g/m2, micron count 19,5. Embroidery
on upper left sleeve.
055/graphite marl

003/ice blue marl

UNDERWOOL
LEO
2200028

Long sleeve style knitted in a
new, soft and very comfortable quality of 49% extra fine
merino wool/49% TENCEL®
and 2% elastane, weight
175g/m2, micron 19,5. Embroidery on front left shoulder
in contrasting colour.
055/graphite marl

003/ice blue marl
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UNDERWOOL
HAT 100%

e!

mulesing fre

4100089
Light weight hat in 160g extra fine merino wool. One size, sold in 3-pack.

049/orange

617/steel blue

426/rifle green

015/black

UNDERWOOL
HEADBAND

020/grey marl

174/lilac rose

055/graphite marl

sing free!

100% mule

4100088
Light weight headband in 160g extra fine merino wool. One size, sold in 3-pack.

015/black
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Underwool

020/grey marl

049/orange

055/graphite marl

174/lilac rose

426/rifle green

617/steel blue

Get warm stay cool

UNDERWOOL 100%
HAT MEJA SYMBOLS

e!

mulesing fre

4100142
Thin wool hat with a print
center front. Available in 4
different colours, all with same
violet colour of print. One size,
sold in 3-pack.
617/steel blue

UNDERWOOL
HAT FLOWER

174/lilac rose

015/black

020/grey marl

sing free!

100% mule

4100128
Thin wool hat with a white
flower print. The hat is
knitted in 100% extra fine
merino wool. Available in
5 colours. One size, sold in
3-pack.

UNDERWOOL
HAT COOL

617/steel blue

174/lilac rose

015/black

020/grey marl

049/orange

sing free!

100% mule

4100141
Get warm and stay cool in
this thin, soft and comfortable wool hat. Print in colour
red clay on all 5 variant. One
size, sold in 3-pack.

UNDERWOOL 0%
10
HAT SHIELD

426/rifle green

020/grey marl

015/black

617/steel blue

055/graphite marl

e!

mulesing fre

4100130
Thin wool hat with a print
that gives a tonal effect. The
hat is knitted in 100% extra
fine merino wool. Available in
7 different colours. One size,
sold in 3-pack.

426/rifle green

617/steel blue

049/orange

174/lilac rose

015/black

020/grey marl

055/graphite marl
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Get warm stay cool

MERINO WOOL FINE FIBRES work to keep your feet warm in the winter and
cool in the summer, so you can wear socks made of Merino wool year round!

WOOL SOCK

WOOL SOCK LOW

4100005

4100002

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Lycra

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Lycra

Thin wool sock, extra strengthen heel and
toe. Available in black with grey,turquoise
or cerise contrast or choose one of our
new seasonal colours cerise and turquoise.
Sizes: 35-39 & 40-45
Sold in 6-pack.

Low wool sock, extra strengthen heel
and toe. Available in black, grey, cerise
or turquoise.
Sizes: 35-39 & 40-45
Sold in 6-pack.

015/black
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Underwool

006/turquoise

046/cerise

020/grey marl

015/black

020/grey marl

WOOL SOCK STRIPE
4100114
90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Lycra
Striped, thin wool sock with
extra strengthen heel and toe.
Available in four different colour
combinations.
Sizes: 35-39 & 40-45
Sold in 6-pack.

015/black

013/grey

003/ice blue marl

049/orange

WOOL SOCK COMPRESSION
4100004
90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Lycra
Wool sock with compression.
For extra tight and percise fit,
socks are knitted as right and left
foot.
Sizes: 37-38, 39-40, 41-42, 43-45.
Sold in 3-pack

049/orange

015/black

003/ice blue marl

013/grey

WOOL SOCK COMPRESSION STRIPE

WOOL SOCK TREKK

4100112

4100003

90% Merino wool
5% Polyamide
5% Lycra

60% Superwash wool
38% Polyamide
2% Lycra

Wool sock with compression.
To get the perfect fit, socks are
knitted as right and left foot.
Sizes: 37-38, 39-40, 41-42, 43-45
Sold in 3-pack.

Thick wool sock with great fit,
available in black or grey.
Sizes: 35-39 & 40-45
Sold in 6-pack.

015/black

049/orange

015/black

020/grey marl

IVANHOE COMPRESSION SOCKS are specialized hosiery, designed to help prevent the occurrence of, and guard against
further progression of venous disorder such as edema, phlebitis and thrombosis.
There are 4 main compression levels which are measured in millimeters of mercury (mmHg). The higher the numbers, the
higher the compression. Our compression socks are Class 1 compression. 15-21 mm Hg, “support” socks, flight socks, sport
comperssion socks.

Underwool - 55
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Classic

CLASSIC
Our classic collection contains timeless designs in high
quality materials. Clean cuts, classic fit and discreet logos
make them especially suitable for company branding and
club logoing.

Classic - 57

BRODAL
FEMALE CLASSIC
1100181

Our classic full zip jacket in
100% boiled wool with a
discreet embroidery down on
left arm.
055/graphite marl

015/black

044/red

051/off white

BRODAL
LONG CLASSIC
1100173

Classic long jacket with
moulded zip at front and side
pockets with a welt. Knitting
in 100% boiled wool.

044/red

051/off white

BRODAL MALE
2100111
Classic full zip style in
100% boiled wool.
Discreet embroidery down
on left arm.

055/graphite marl
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015/black

015/black

055/graphite marl

WILMA WB
1100228

Light weight windbreaker style knitted in 100% fine merino wool and equipped with high functional lining.

l colour!

new seasona

044/red

040/spring crocus

015 /black

WILFRED WB
2100236

Light weight windbreaker style knitted in 100% fine merino wool and equipped with high functional lining.

l colour!

new seasona

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material,
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

015 /black

055/graphite marl

022/navy

043/dark khaki

NYDAL WB FEMALE

NYDAL WB MALE

1100165

2100157

Classic windbreaker style with half zip. Knitting in 100% cotton.
Ivanhoe embroidery on upper left arm. Windbreaker lining has
stretch in back part for better flexibility and comfort.

Heavy gauge windbreaker style with half zip, knitted in 100% cotton.
Windbreaker lining has stretch in back part in order to make more flexible
and comfortable to wear. Embroidery on upper left arm.

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone references, material
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has been produced on
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colours of the base
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ARTWORK

013/grey

051/off white

022/navy

022/navy

044/red

013/grey

051/off white

015/black

044/ red

015/black
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Club sweater "Royal Birkdale", style Assar half zip col. 055/graphite marl

HIGH QUALITY EMBROIDERY

We offer high quality on embroidery service both for club logoing and company branding. Our Classic line is especially suitable for this
since our own branding is very tasteful and descreet on these garments. Ivanhoe classic contains carry over styles, so it is always easy to
make additional orders and get the same exact models.

60 -
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CASHWOOL
V-NECK MALE

CLASSIC

2100117

V-neck style in a thin, soft
and comfortable fine merino wool with the feeling
of cashmere. Basic colours
in stock all year around
and additional colours
in season. Ivanhoe badge
down on left arm.
013/grey

015 /black

CASHWOOL
FEMALE

022/navy

617/steel blue

CLASSIC

1100128

V-neck style in a thin, soft
and comfortable fine merino wool with the feeling
of cashmere. Basic colours
in stock all year around
and additional colours
in season. Ivanhoe badge
down at left arm.
022/navy

013 /grey

015 /black

046/cerise

617/steel blue

PD V-NECK MALE
2100027

V-neck style in high quality
cotton. Classic fit and discreet embroidery down on
left arm.
015 /black

022/navy

055/graphite marl

PD V-NECK
FEMALE
1100014

V-neck style in high
quality cotton. Classic
fit and discreet embroidery down on left arm.

022/navy

055/graphite marl

015 /black

PD SLIPOVER
2100028

Slipover in high quality
cotton. Classic fit and
discreet embroidery
down on left side body.
015 /black

022/navy

055/graphite marl
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We use
SPORT LODEN WOOL
100% wool in our boiled wool
garments.
A Blue Sign certified yarn
supplied by

TENCEL® branded lyocell fibres from
the house of Lenzing. They are of
botanic origin, since they are extracted
from the raw material wood. Fibre production itself is extremely ecofriendly,
due to the closed loop system. Textiles
of TENCEL® fibres are more absorbent
than cotton, softer than silk and cooler
than linen.
We combine wool with TENCEL® to
get a softer and cooler quality.
SPORT LODEN/TENCEL®

4-thread weight approx. 425-460g/m2.
3-thread approx. 350g/m2.

!
EW quality quality 98% wool/2% Lycra,
NLoden/Lycra
weight approx. 325g/m2

EXTRA FINE
MERINO WOOL
We use both fine- and extra fine merino wool, this wool is particularly soft
and can easily be worn direct to skin.

60% sport loden wool 40%
TENCEL®,
weight: approx. 350g/m2.

Our unique full Milano knit is
balanced and developed for optimal
comfort.

SPORT LODEN/TENCEL®
JAQUARD KNIT

Full Milano knitting, weight: 485g/m2.
Half Milano kntting, weight: 400g/m2.

60% sport loden wool
40% TENCEL®,
weight: approx. 350g/m2.

W quality!
NEFINE
MERINO WOOL/ TENCEL®
84% fine merino wool
16% TENCEL®
Full Milano Knitting, weight: 350g/m2

100% MULESING FREE
all merino wool used in our layer one
programme is mulesing free

W quality!
NEEXTRA
FINE MERINO WOOL/
TENCEL®

49% extra fine merino wool
49% TENCEL®
2% elastane
Structure knit, weight: 175g/m2

COTTON
Quality american type, fibre lenth
27-29 mm. Yarn is spun and dyed in
Portugal.
In our cotton we use an extra high
twist to make it stronger, more resistant
against pilling, and shinier. Garments
are also pre-shrunk and tumbled for
softness.
Cotton weight on our flat knitted single
jersey is 400g/m2.
COTTON - LINEN
Liegi is the name of our cotton/linen
yarn in 70% cotton/30% linen where
cotton is Öko-Tex certified. Compared
to regular cotton, this yarn has a dryer
and cooler summer feeling.

62 -

style
Material
guide

All our
WINDBREAKER
jackets and sweaters
have lining with stretch in the back part
in order to make them more comfortable
and flexible to wear.

LAMBSWOOL
is a soft, but also a weak fibre, a
mixture with 20% polyamide makes it
stronger, more long lasting and form
stable.
Sometimes we even knit adding some
Lycra to make the material more
stretchy. The mix with lycra also helps
the garment retain its shape.

Breathability: 20000g/m2/24h
Stretch lining: 40000g/m2/24h

The lining is developed by the Swedish
company FOV in Borås for activewear and
is certified with the Öko-Tex standard 100.

This artwork and/or design is the property of Nilorn AB Limited (“Nilorn”) unless agreed to the contrary in writing. It is the customer’s responsibility to check that layout, dimensions colours, Pantone referen
literary (including foreign translations) and numeric content are accurate. Your design approval will be acceptance of design, subject to Nilorn’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. This artwork has bee
equipment different from that which is used in the production process. The colours therefore may not be an exact match. The Pantones quoted here refer to the production process. The textures and colou
material used can affect the perception of colour. Please check that all Pantone references are correct before approving the design.

PLEASE NOTE: THIS PDF IS LOCKED AND FOR PROOFING PURPOSES ONLY. PLEASE CONTACT NILORN FOR PRODUCTION READY ART

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR
WOOL GARMENT
Make sure your woolen garment really needs to be washed. Unlike cotton and man-made materials, wool
does not need to be washed frequently - even wool socks can be worn many times between washing if
allowed to be aired out between wearing them.

Wool sweaters do

not need to
be washed
particularly often.

Instead, hang the garment out for airing occasionally and it will soon revive
and feel clean and fresh again.

When you wash, look for washing instructions in the side seam. Most of our wool garments can be washed
in the washing machine, using the 30oC (approx. 80oF) WOOL PROGRAM.

HOWEVER, BEFORE PUTTING ANY WOOLLENS IN THE MACHINE, MAKE SURE THAT:
The care label states that it is machine washable.
The directions on the care label are followed.
The correct program on your washing machine is chosen.

30°

+ WOOL PROGRAM.

Spin speed is correct. When selecting the wool program, some machines automatically switch to the correct
spin speed setting for wool, whilst others will require the spin speed to be set independently from the wool
program.

If washing by hand, rub gently to avoid felting.
Pull gently into shape and dry flat.
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IMAGE PHOTO: PETER CLAESSON, BORISXPRESSION. TRYCK: AB LH TRYCK
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l
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